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About This Game

A thrilling gem-matching adventure awaits those who dare to explore the jungle of the Aztecs, where untold treasure lies hidden
deep within an ancient temple! Will you dare to venture into the tangle, where you'll discover the long forgotten powers of the

totems, and learn to unleash their magic on arrays of glittering gems? Can you master the variety of bonuses, and use their
explosive abilities to rack up insane high scores? And will you be able to complete each quest that stands before you, no matter

how formidable? Then you are ready for the all-new Treasures of Montezuma 5.

Featuring a return to longer level times and more challenging goals, Treasures of Montezuma 5 offers a variety of captivating
modes, from classic gem-gathering quests to intense treasure hunting missions. Each new twist and turn will keep you on the

edge of your seat as you visit the Store to upgrade the totems and bonuses, try your luck at the Slot Machine, and earn dozens of
gratifying Achievements. Offering butter-smooth gameplay and jaw-dropping visuals, Treasures of Montezuma 5 breathes new

and exciting life into the gem-matching genre and will provide hours of addictive fun!

Game features:

* Dozens of thrilling levels
* Several captivating game modes
* Explosive bonuses and powers

* Challenging achievements
* Jaw-dropping visuals
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I have always liked... Cowabunga.. A fun solitaire game with a great story and fantastic artwork ! The theme makes this game
stand out from other solitaire games, especially if you like the fantasy genre. Power ups and card styles fit the theme perfectly.
There are also hidden object levels scattered throughout that play into the overall story. The level selection map is a great
feature and makes it seem like you are on a expedition straight out of Lord of the Rings. If you are looking for a solitaire game
on Steam to play, I highly recommend The Chronicles of Emerald.. I really got into this, didn't expect to when I first started, but
really enjoyed it all the way through, layers of of mystery and intrigue made it a real page turner of an adventure. I wasn't sure at
first but ended up liking the curve ball thrown at the end, left a lasting impression on me which not many games do.. This game
is hard only because of the controls. clicking just to get out of aim down sight is a horrible game mechanic.. So nice you buy it
twice!. I think this is a great educational app. It has fantastic texture details, simple controls and fun gameplay. I really enjoyed
it.. Mayhem Intergalactic is a fun update to a classic game type. To win, a player must eliminate all enemy starships and planets.
Planets produce starships, which can be sent to other planets to conquer or bolster defenses. The tricky part is that space travel
can take multiple turns. Two fleets might pass one another on long voyages, leaving an undefended planet for attackers to
conquer while the planet that fleet departed from gets demolished by the enemy fleet that just left the planet they attacked. If it
sounds confusing, it can be odd to try to outthink your opponents to attack them but defend your own holdings, but there's no
tech tree or micromanagement to handle. This is one of those simple yet complex fun to play games. The graphics are decent,
the music and sound are good, and its mechanics, controls, and help are solid. Mayhem Intergalactic's well worth a few bucks
for a bit of mental exercise.. 10\/10 would dance on top of Jason again.. This is a very good , challenging, fun game. Check it
out.. don't bother. there are better tactical games on steam even at this price. you are given 3 guys and are expected to fight
masses of enemies. you can not win with a good strategy and winning is instead up to the RNG gods.
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You want big booms? You want DEMON TRUCK.

You want a demon? YOU WANT DEMON TRUCK.

How about trucks, you want those? Yeah baby- YOU WANT DEMONTRUCKRIGHTNOW.

Look, I am just sayin' man, trucks are cool, demons are cool, its like $5 and supports a great dev. What have you got to lose?

In all seriousness, what you are getting here is a short arcadey bit of fun. You may play it a lot, you may play it a little. Each run
is generally not very long but if you just feel like crashing and bashing for a bit there are many worse ways you could use your
time. It takes a little roguelike with a little bullet hell and makes it into a 3 min activity.. Nice for a couple of hours or as a short
demo, but not a complete game.. After waiting an entire year as of 29th of June 2017 I can definitely say this game is absolutely
not worth your money.

-OLD UPDATE-

Currently waiting for an update to the game to give a second look at the game. Hoping for another update by years end after
which I'll look through again.

-OLD REVIEW-
As of 18th June 2016 I cannot recommend buying the game yet.

The current gameplay systems are very barebones. However if you love 4x games and don't mind EA titles please go ahead and
buy it, you will probably enjoy it. But if you are just an average 4x player wait until the game is more complete. This review will
be updated as time passes and the game progresses.. One of many games that seem like something I could get into if more
people played it. also playing the instant matches it seems like it's hard to know whats going on. it was hard tell what was going
on, i wasnt even sure that anyone else was in the match.. Simple but good , i really recommend that game. Spent hours to get the
game to start up. Played through both storylines. Fixed game won't count track play time on steam so that's why hour count is
low but just putting that out there so you know this is a review from someone who's beaten the game let alone gotten it to start.

First: Running on Windows 10 is possible, but is the only "new nightmare" you'll be experiencing. Would recommend playing
on an older OS if possible as it will save you a lot of headache. Window's 10 is possible but you'll need to apply a half dozen
workarounds and hope they work. I can't remember the combination of fixes I used but if you're determined to find them it is
doable.

Story: Doesn't relate to previous games whatsoever. The story was alright but about 1\/3 of the way through one characters story
I just wanted it to be over. If you buy this game play Carnby's storyline first because a majority of your time is spent wandering
around the mansion to the point where you're sick of it. There is a spot where you can farm charms of saving during the
storyline (detailed on pcgamingwiki page) that you'll want to take advantage of. The mansion hallways are so tight and health is
so limited that you'll want to save through every door and there's simply not enough charms of saving that early on to
accomadate without exploiting the glitch. Aline's story feels much shorter which is why I said too play her second because you'll
just want to be done with this game. Aline is much more enjoyable and the story moves faster as well. There's not a charm of
saving glitch on hers but you can be much more frugal with them through her plot as it's easier. If you are just going to play one
character still just play Carnby though because Aline's doesn't make as much sense without the knowledge of what's happening
on Carnby's side.

Gameplay: I found the game to be impossible to play without using a walkthrough guide. Controls are clunky on keyboard and
mouse so it may be better to play with controller. It is doable though if you don't have access to one.

Final thought: Won't stop you from playing, as it's not a waste of money if you're prepared to spend a lot of time on dumb
things, but definetely buy with that in full consideration. Story was weak and there are a few references to it in the 2008 game
so I played for completeness. Proud to say this is my least favorite game I've ever played but it changed my perspective on how
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 a game can really be and nothing really looks that bad anymore, so I guess I can thank
it for that.
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p.s. The Game Boy Color version of the game is much better and can be beaten without a guide. Storyline is mostly different
and you only play Carnby but you still hit a lot of the same locations. It's not a full replacement by any means but it's cheap and
easy if you want to skip this game but still want to know what happened.
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